Given m-ordered row sums r 1 , . . . , r m and n-ordered column sums c 1 , . . . , c n , we characterize the sign patterns for which there is a real m-by-n matrix B with row sums r 1 , . . . , r m and column sums c 1 , . . . , c n . Situations in which there is a symmetric solution or in which there is a skew-symmetric solution are characterized, and circumstances in which there is a solution when +'s or −'s are relaxed to 0 are also determined. Most generally, our principal result may be used to characterize those sign patterns for which for given vectors x, v ∈ R n and y, u ∈ R m there is a real m-by-n matrix B such that Bx = y and v T = u T B.
Introduction
By a sign pattern we mean an m-by-n array whose entries are +'s, −'s or 0's. Associated with a sign pattern A = (a ij ) is the class Q(A) of all m-by-n real matrices B = (b ij ) such that b ij > 0 (respectively < 0, = 0) if and only if a ij = + (respectively −, 0). Qualitative matrix theory studies what matricial properties are required (i.e. enjoyed by all matrices in Q(A)) or allowed (i.e. present in some matrices of Q(A)) by each sign pattern A. Our interest here lay in characterizing those sign patterns A that allow the given row sum vector r = (r i ) and the given column sum vector c T = (c j ), i.e. those for which there is a B ∈ Q(A) such that Be = r and e T B = c T . Here e, as usual, is the vector of 1's of appropriate size.
Special cases of our problem and related questions have been studied. For example, the case in which m = n, r = c = e, and A has only +'s and 0's ("doubly stochastic" patterns) were considered in [4] . A generalization in which A is a (+, 0) sign patterns, r and c are non-negative vectors and m and n are not linked is the result of [2] , and a version is mentioned without proof or reference in [3] . Recently, the case in which A is a "pattern" (array of zeros and non-zeros), while m, n, r ∈ R m and c ∈ R n are arbitrary was fully studied in [6] . This differs from the case under consideration here only in that non-zeros may be either +'s or −'s, but there seems to be no simple link between the two problems. Both our problem and that of [6] were motivated in part by the question of pairs of patterns, sign patterns or a pattern and conventional matrix that allow commutativity. For example, a sign pattern that allows constant line sums allows commutativity with the full pattern.
Our principal result (Theorem 2.1) may be viewed as a strict generalization of that of [2] , and it is, perhaps, surprising that it was not discovered for 30+ years. This may, in part, be due to the fact that there are subtle, but significant, differences in the setting of general sign patterns. The work of [2] was motivated by the striking result of [7] that a non-negative matrix may be scaled (by left and right positive diagonal matrix factors) to one with given row and column sums if and only if its (+, 0) sign pattern allows those line sums. For general (+, −, 0) sign patterns examples are easily constructed to show that this part of the theory does not generalize, e.g. the sign pattern of
allows row sums r = (1, 1) and column sums c = (1, 1), but there is no positive diagonal scaling of A that has these line sums.
Our result (Theorem 2.1) seems not to be deducible from its special case [2] , but it should be noted that our result can be used to settle an apparently more general question. Consider problem (A): given an m-by-n sign pattern A and vectors x, v ∈ R n and y, u ∈ R m , does there exist a matrixÂ ∈ Q(A) such thatÂx = y and u TÂ = v T ? Our result deals with the special case x = e and u = e; however, if, in general, x and u have no 0 entries, then the solution to problem (A) may be deduced from an instance of our special case. Let D x denote the diagonal matrix such that D x e = x and |x| the entry-wise absolute value of x. Then D −1
x D |x| ≡ S x is a signature matrix. As usual, • denotes the Hadamard (entry-wise) product. Now, it is easily checked that problem 
Possible line sums
Let, then, A be a given m-by-n sign pattern and r ∈ R m and c ∈ R n be given vectors. Our problem (P) then asks if there is a B ∈ Q(A) such that Be = r and e T B = c T . The most obvious necessary condition for a solution to (P) is
as each simply sums all entries of B.
To describe a second class of necessary conditions for ( As noted in Section 1, a more general result may be deduced from Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.4. Problem (A) has a solution if and only if r = u • y and c = v • x satisfy (1) and the complementary block conditions (2) relative to the sign pattern S u AS x .
We now consider the situation in which +'s or −'s are relaxed to 0. Associated with a sign pattern A = (a ij ) is the class Q (A) of all m-by-n real matrices B = (b ij ) such that b ij 0 (respectively 0, = 0) if and only if a ij = + (respectively −, 0).
Problem (P ) is obtained from (P) by replacing Q(A) by Q (A). It is obvious that (1) is a necessary condition for a solution to (P ). The family of weak complementary block conditions (2 )
is obtained by substituting (respectively, ) for > (respec-tively, <) in (2). That (2 ) is a necessary condition for a solution to (P ) follows from the discussion preceding Theorem 2.1. A proof essentially identical to that of Theorem 2.1 establishes the following.
Theorem 2.5. Problem (P ) has a solution if and only if (1) and the weak complementary block conditions (2 ).
This concludes the discussion of our results. The following two sections are devoted to proving Theorem 2.1. We end the paper with a question concerning scalability of a matrix to one with given row and column sums.
Connection to network flows
We associate to problem (P) an equivalent circulation flow problem and, in Section 4, show that (1) and (2) imply the existence of a feasible flow to the associated flow problem, which can be converted to a solution to (P). The discussion of network flows in this section is adapted from [1] . The fundamental original reference is [5] .
By a capacitated network flow, or simply a network flow, we mean a directed graph F = (N, E) , where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of arcs, in which each arc (i, j ) is assigned non-negative lower and upper bounds, denoted l ij and u ij .
We now adjoin two nodes, the source node s and the sink node t, and the arc (t, s) with infinite upper bound to the network flow F = (N, E). Given such a network flow with non-negative lower and upper bounds, the circulation flow problem is to identify a flow x satisfying The circulation flow problem is said to be feasible if such a flow x exists.
Let S be a subset of the set N of nodes, and letS = N − S. The set of all arcs (i, j ) in E with i ∈ S, j ∈S (respectively i ∈S, j ∈ S) is denoted by (S,S) (respectively (S, S) ). By the circulation feasibility conditions (see [1, Theorem 6.11, p. 195] ), a circulation flow problem with non-negative lower and upper bounds on arc flows is feasible if and only if for each subset S of nodes
In order to define a circulation flow problem that is equivalent to problem (P), we need to define the bipartite directed graph associated with A. A graph G is called a bipartite directed graph provided its nodes (or vertices) may be partitioned into two disjoint subsets R and C such that every arc of G is directed and is of the form (r i , c j ) or (c j , r i ), in which r i ∈ R and c j ∈ C. Associated with an m-by-n sign pattern A is a bipartite directed graph G, for which R and C are, respectively, the sets of row and column indices of A. The arc (r i , c j ) (respectively (c j , r i ) ), where r i is the ith row vertex and c j is the jth column vertex of A, is in G if and only if a ij = + (respectively −). There are at most mn arcs in G.
In problem (P), let G be the bipartite directed graph associated with A, and let M be any real number such that M > Proof. First suppose N = ∅. Then S = {s, t} andS = {nodes of G}, which imply that
Since the complementary blocks A[α 1 |β 1 ] and A[α 2 |β 2 ] are weakly oppositely signed with the former weakly negative and the latter weakly positive, the complementary block conditions (2) imply
It follows that
Finally, if N = G, then S = N P , and the desired inequality holds vacuously. This completes the proof of the lemma.
In fact, when (1) and (2) hold, the inequality in Lemma 4.1 holds for any subset S of N P , the proofs of the other cases being essentially the same as the one above. Thus, (1) and (2) imply the feasibility of the associated circulation flow problem. where i is the ith row vertex and j is the jth column vertex of G, is a solution to problem (P). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Question. We note that, according to [7] , scalability of a given matrix A of pattern P (by left and right positive diagonal matrices) to a matrix with given row (r) and column (c) sums is equivalent to the existence of a matrix of pattern P with row sums r and column sums c whenever the pattern P is non-negative. Thus, scalability is equivalent to existence also for non-positive (−, 0) patterns. We raise the question as to whether scalability and existence are equivalent for any other sign patterns, or, does this equivalence characterize non-negative/non-positive patterns?
